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digital media technologies have provided an occasion not only for novel ways to display and exhibit collections but also for new politics to arise as museums and urban settings change while some
believe these changes are driven by humans others see digital media technologies at the heart of these changes reconfiguring the museum offers a third explanation that considers both the social and
technical together and thereby captures the experimental nature of introducing novel digital media technologies to museums and the uncertainty messiness contingency and complexity involved in this
sociotechnical case study of a novel augmented reality app first designed to exhibit collections from the museum of london across the sprawling capital city and later remade for the mccord museum to
display collections throughout montreal ana maria herman reveals how the app introduced unexpected new relations between the museums their collections advertising agencies sponsors technology
companies corporations urban spaces and end users she shows how museum practices related to curating designing building visiting and modifying exhibitions were transformed and how in such
unsettled arrangements what we think of as old cultural politics can unexpectedly re emerge while new digital politics related to big data surveillance and automated processes may not necessarily
materialize a detailed account of emerging actors and practices involved in making digital exhibitions reconfiguring the museum offers practical considerations for museum culture and heritage
practitioners charged with creating digital displays and accounting for their success or failure in seeing like a citizen kara moskowitz approaches kenya s late colonial and early postcolonial eras as a
single period of political economic and social transition in focusing on rural kenyans the vast majority of the populace and the main targets of development interventions as they actively sought access
to aid she offers new insights into the texture of political life in decolonizing kenya and the early postcolonial world using multisited archival sources and oral histories focused on the western rift valley
seeing like a citizen makes three fundamental contributions to our understanding of african and kenyan history first it challenges the widely accepted idea of the gatekeeper state revealing that state
control remained limited and that the postcolonial state was an internally varied and often dissonant institution second it transforms our understanding of postcolonial citizenship showing that its
balance of rights and duties was neither claimed nor imposed but negotiated and differentiated third it reorients kenyan historiography away from central kenya and elite postcolonial politics the result
is a powerful investigation of experiences of independence of the meaning and form of development and of how global political practices were composed and recomposed on the ground in local settings
the track record of it projects is poor less than a third of it projects deliver what they said they would on schedule and on budget the major cause of it project failure is not as you might expect poor it
leadership or difficult technology but poor business leadership one of the reasons for this is that unlike their it peers business managers often get little training or education in project delivery let alone
the special case represented by an it project business leadership for it projects addresses the gap by providing tools and ideas that are applicable to all sizes of it projects from those in large
multinational corporations down to small growing businesses it sets out the key project touchpoints where business leadership can have a major impact on project success the book combines
psychological research and project best practice to create a practical toolbox that can be dipped into as needs arise or followed as an overall approach to it project leadership the toolbox weaves
together three key strands of thought first that the concept of value should be at the forefront of project design and delivery second that business managers need to take active leadership of it projects
to secure value third that project teams need tools to slow down their thinking and ensure that actions and decisions are well thought through this book provides a richer understanding of democratic
local politics in indonesia after the implementation of local direct elections in 2005 co published with the university of airlangga press it confronts the question as to why incumbent political leaders
succeed and fail in their bid for re election by focusing on urban and rural districts in east java one of the most populated regions in indonesia the work unpacks the general trends of local indonesian
politics drawing from an empirically sound and theoretically well grounded case study the author demonstrates that good policy performance does not guarantee the political survival of the incumbent
and reversibly bad policy performance does not necessarily mean losing political power it considers the core political strategies of populism rivalry and tangibility and cautions that rather than helping
liberal democracy to grow these strategies support patronage driven democracy within this system a small number of vital protectors and defenders control patronage and problematically exert
influential control over the country s electoral processes relevant to scholars and students in indonesian studies and within political science and asian studies more broadly this book follows a gripping
and nuanced narrative that explains the relationship between policy choices informal politics voting behavior and political survival in indonesia india s national security annual review 2013
comprehensively analyses india s engagement with major world powers and immediate neighbours in a complex global security environment it examines india s response to internal and external
threats its foreign policy as well as measures taken for strengthening its economic security this work builds on the research for my phd in the department of politics and public policy the flinders
university of south australia many people and institutions have contributed to complete my study i cannot mention all of them here but i have to mention a few associate professor janet mcintyre the
principal supervisor and academic adviser during my research higher degree study she encouraged me to better understanding human value rationality contexts and pragmatism in the issues of power
and democracy dr craig matheson has expanded my understanding of rational irrationality in voting that shaped my work at the early stage prof dr yogi sugito the former rector of universitas brawijaya
and prof dr darsono wisadirana dean of faculty of social and political sciences universitas brawijaya who strongly encouraged me to study abroad prof ifar subagio phd and his staffs at the international
office of universitas brawijaya had given me administrative and financial supports my colleagues at the political science department universitas brawijaya particularly to dr sholih muadi wawan e
kuswandoro m si and m faishal aminuddin m si who voluntarily assisted me with logistic and data supports during the fieldwork also to dwi budi santosa phd for his permit to use local budget apbd data
collected in the project of east java public expenditure analysis this publication contains the supplementary phase 1 peer review report for panama this publication contains the second supplementary
phase 1 peer review report for panama the mainstream agri food system in thailand has been shaped to aid capital accumulation by domestic and transnational hegemonic forces and is currently
sustained through hegemonic agri food production distribution governance structures and ideational order however sustainable agriculture and land reform movements have to certain extents
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managed to offer alternatives this book adopts a neo marxist and gramscian approach to studying the political economy of the agricultural and food system in thailand 1990 2014 the author argues that
hegemonic forces have many measures to co opt dissent into hegemonic structures and that counter hegemony should be seen as an ongoing process over a long period of time where predominantly
counter hegemonic forces constrained by political economic structural conditions may at times retain some hegemonic elements contrary to what some academic studies suggest the author argues that
localist inspired social movements in thailand are not insular and anti globalisation instead they are selective in fostering collaborations and globalisation based on values such as sustainability fairness
and partnership providing new perspectives on polarised politics in thailand particularly how cross class alliances can further or frustrate counter hegemonic movements the book points to the
importance of analysing social movements in relation to established political authority it will be of interest to academics in the field of politics and international relations sociology development studies
and asian studies mothers under fire mothering in conflict areas examines the experiences of women mothering in conflict areas the aim of this collection is to engage with the nature and meaning of
motherhood and mothering during times of war and or in zones experiencing the threat of war the essays in the collection reflect diverse disciplinary perspectives through which scholars and field
practitioners reveal how conflict shapes mothering practices one of the unique contributions of the collection is that it highlights not only the particular difficulties mothers face in various geographic
locations where conflict has been prevalent but also the ways in which mothers display agency to challenge and negotiate the circumstances that oppress them the collection raises awareness of the
needs of women and children in areas affected by military and or political violence worldwide and provides a basis for developing multiple policy frameworks aimed at improving existing systems of
support in local contexts kristen p williams clark university russia one of the most ethno culturally diverse countries in the world provides a rich case study on how globalisation and associated
international trends are disrupting and causing the radical rethinking of approaches to inter ethnic cohesion the book highlights the importance of television broadcasting in shaping national discourse
and the place of ethno cultural diversity within it it argues that television s role here has been reinforced rather than diminished by the rise of new media technologies through an analysis of a wide
range of news and other television programmes the book shows how the covert meanings of discourse on a particular issue can diverge from the overt significance attributed to it just as the impact of
that discourse may not conform with the original aims of the broadcasters the book discusses the tension between the imperative to maintain security through centralised government and overall
national cohesion that russia shares with other european states and the need to remain sensitive to and to accommodate the needs and perspectives of ethnic minorities and labour migrants it
compares the increasingly isolationist popular ethnonationalism in russia which harks back to old fashioned values with the similar rise of the tea party in the united states and the uk independence
party in britain throughout this extremely rich well argued book complicates and challenges received wisdom on russia s recent descent into authoritarianism it points to a regime struggling to
negotiate the dilemmas it faces given its soviet legacy of ethnic particularism weak civil society large native muslim population and overbearing yet far from entirely effective state control of the media
this updated commentary on the 1997 anti personnel mine ban convention addresses international law and state practice on anti personnel mines under the treaty it describes the use of anti personnel
mines through to the present day the destruction of landmine stockpiles and mine clearance in every affected nation low carbon development key issues is the first comprehensive textbook to address
the interface between international development and climate change in a carbon constrained world it discusses the key conceptual empirical and policy related issues of low carbon development and
takes an international and interdisciplinary approach to the subject by drawing on insights from across the natural sciences and social sciences whilst embedding the discussion in a global context the
first part explores the concept of low carbon development and explains the need for low carbon development in a carbon constrained world the book then discusses the key issues of socio economic
political and technological nature for low carbon development exploring topics such as the political economy social justice financing and carbon markets and technologies and innovation for low carbon
development this is followed by key issues for low carbon development in policy and practice which is presented based on cross cutting issues such as low carbon energy forestry agriculture and
transportation afterwards practical case studies are discussed from low carbon development in low income countries in africa middle income countries in asia and latin america and high income
countries in europe and north america written by an international team of leading academics and practitioners in the field of low carbon development this book is essential reading for students
academics professionals and policy makers interested in the fields of low carbon development climate change mitigation climate policy climate change and development global environmental change
and environment and development the corporation is a major vehicle of business activity worldwide it incurs social costs and generates benefits that continually change hence whether it still provides a
net benefit to society is contestable evidence based observations of the last decade of corporate sagas and the role of accounting and auditing suggests a serious rethink is needed about how commerce
is pursued and in particular whether the current corporate form has passed its use by date the authors of this new book including internationally renowned accounting scholars argue that the two
major governance tools of accounting and auditing require major makeovers beginning by analyzing the global sweep of deregulation that corporations experienced since 2000 the authors go on to
discuss the various scandals and crises that characterized the subsequent period culminating in yet more calls for further deregulation having thoroughly assessed the status quo they provide a series
of urgent recommendations for reforms designed to bring the corporation back to the real world and restore its purpose this book will be of great interest to students and academics across accounting
business law and finance especially more advanced students at undergraduate and postgraduate level it is perhaps ironic that as the global financial crisis has in some cases led governments and
institutions to pull back from and or set more modest goals and associated funding around widening participation there is an ever growing sense that the ideals buttressing the widening participation
movement are becoming more universally acknowledged by educators across the globe that acknowledgement has translated into action on the ground via such means as policy formulation strategic
planning and target setting each of which often reflects local contexts and manifests a regional flavour there is also however an increasing realisation that there are commonalities in the challenges
involved with national or regional initiatives to increase the participation of non traditional groups in higher education and that the drivers of such initiatives and ultimately the cohorts they target
stand to benefit considerably from an open exchange of ideas and sharing of experience this book brings together current regional perspectives on widening participation as presented by prominent
academics researchers policy makers and students from across the globe it will create for policy makers institutions and individuals interested in enabling access a useful and informative resource that
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will introduce formulate shape and reinforce the ideas and aims of the world congresses on widening access as the contributors maintain in an increasingly globalised market economy and in the face
of recent seismic economic political and social change around the world it is imperative to both secure existing talent within our populations and uncover and nurture new sources of talent the series of
essays featured in this book will explore anticipate and highlight themes underpinning a global movement towards a step change in thinking strategies and policies one that places youth and students
from around the world at its heart this book studies relevant actors and practices of conflict intervention by african regional organizations and their intimate connection to space making addressing a
major gap regarding what actually happens within and around these organizations based on extensive empirical research it argues that those intervention practices are essentially spatializing practices
based on particular spatial imaginations contributing to the continuous construction and formatting of regional spaces as well as to ordering relations between different regional spaces analyzing the
field of developing practices of conflict intervention by the economic community of west african states ecowas and the african union au the book contributes a new theory oriented analytical approach
to study african regional organizations ros and the complex dynamics of african peace and security based on insights from critical geography as such it helps to close an empirical gap with regard to
the internal modes of operation of african ros as well as the lack of their theorization it demonstrates that contrary to most accounts intervention practices of african ros have been diverse and
complexly interrelated involving different actors within and around these organizations and are essentially tied to the space making this book will be of key interest to students and scholars of african
politics governance peace and security studies international or regional organizations and more broadly to comparative regionalism international relations and international studies 21st century
homestead nitrogen fixing crops contains everything you need to stay up to date on nitrogen fixing crops for your sustainable farm or garden this book demonstrates how agriculture can play a
determining role in integrated climate optimised urban development agriculture within urban growth centres today is more than an economic or social left over or a niche practice it is instead a
complex system that offers multiple potentials for interaction with the urban system urban open space and agriculture can be linked to a productive green infrastructure this forms new urban rural
linkages in the urbanizing region and helps shape the city but in order to do this agriculture has to be seen as an integral part of the urban fabric and it has to be put on the local agenda urban
agriculture for growing city regions takes the example of casablanca one of the fastest growing cities in north africa to investigate this approach the creation of synergies between the urban and rural
in an emerging megacity is demonstrated through pilot projects design solutions and multifunctional modules these synergies assure greater resource efficiency particularly regarding the use and
reuse of water and they strengthen regional food security and the social integration of multiple spheres a transdisciplinary research approach brings together different scientific disciplines and local
actors into a process of integrated knowledge production the book will have a long lasting legacy and is essential reading for researchers planners practitioners and policy makers who are working on
urban development and urban agricultural strategies now in paperback for the first time the handbook is an academic adaptation of information contained in the global report on the status of women in
news media a study commissioned by the international women s media foundation the book s editor was the principal investigator of the original study this text draws together the most robust data
from that original study presenting it in 29 chapters on individual nations and three additional theoretical chapters the book is the most expansive effort to date to consider women s standing in the
journalism profession across the world contents organize nations in relation to their progress within newsrooms with those most advanced in gender equality representing diversity in terms of region
and national development contributing authors are in most cases the original researchers for their respective nations in the global report study in the name of fighting terrorism countries have been
invaded wars have been waged people have been detained rendered and tortured and campaigns for hearts and minds have been unleashed human rights analyses of the counter terrorism measures
implemented in the aftermath of 11 september 2001 have assumed that men suffer the most both numerically and in terms of the nature of rights violations endured this assumption has obscured the
ways that women men and sexual minorities experience counter terrorism by integrating gender into a human rights analysis of counter terrorism and human rights into a gendered analysis of counter
terrorism this volume aims to reverse this trend through this variegated human rights lens the authors in this volume identify the spectrum and nature of rights violations arising in the context of
gendered counter terrorism and national security practices introduced with a foreword by martin scheinin former un special rapporteur on human rights and counter terrorism the volume examines a
wide range of gendered impacts of counter terrorism measures that have not been theorized in the leading texts on terrorism counter terrorism national security and human rights gender national
security and counter terrorism will be of particular interest to scholars and students in the disciplines of law security studies and gender studies islam and international law explores the multi faceted
relationship of islam and international law current debates on sharia islam and the west often suffer from prejudice and platitudes the book seeks to engage such self centrism by providing a plurality
of perspectives both in terms of interdisciplinary research and geographic backgrounds this book aims to further the research in the fields of social media and political communication by moving
beyond the hype and avoiding the most eye catching and spectacular cases it looks at stable democracies without current political turmoil small countries as well as large continents and minor political
parties as well as major ones investigating emerging practices in the united states europe and australia both on national and local levels enables us to grasp contemporary tendencies across different
regions and countries the book provides empirical insights into the diverse uses of different social media for political communication in different societies contributors look at the ways in which novel
arenas connect with other channels for political communication and how politicians as well as citizens in general use social media services presenting state of the art methodological approaches
drawing on a combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses the book brings together an interdisciplinary group of researchers in order to address emerging practices of the mediation of politics
campaign communication and issues of citizenship and democracy as expressed on social media platforms this book was originally published as a special issue of information communication society
adopting a multi disciplinary and comparative approach this book focuses on the emerging and innovative aspects of attempts to target the accumulated assets of those engaged in criminal and
terrorist activity organized crime and corruption it examines the follow the money approach and explores the nature of criminal civil and regulatory responses used to attack the financial assets of
those engaged in financial crime in order to deter and disrupt future criminal activity as well as terrorism networks with contributions from leading international academics and practitioners in the
fields of law economics financial management criminology sociology and political science the book explores law and practice in countries with significant problems and experiences revealing new
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insights into these dilemmas it also discusses the impact of the follow the money approach on human rights while also assessing effectiveness the book will appeal to academics and researchers of
financial crime organized crime and terrorism as well as practitioners in the police prosecution financial and taxation agencies policy makers and lawyers a monetary hope for europe this book studies
the euro in a global perspective and opens a new series edited by the jean monnet european centre of excellence of the university of florence verso l unificazione europea most of the chapters have
been written by economists who met and discussed their diverse views at a multi disciplinary conference organized by the centre in may 2013 under the title the euro and the struggle for the creation
of a new global currency problems and perspectives in the building of the political financial and economic foundations of the european federal government the list of contributors also includes
historians as well as european and international law academics their essays have been revised on the basis and against the backdrop of an ongoing crisis of both the euro and the whole european
project in the last years and months the volume aims to provide useful data and interpretations to improve knowledge on the euro and the european union in their economic historical juridical and
political perspectives from blue collar to billionaire hunter valley mine electrician nathan tinkler borrowed big in 2005 made a fortune from several speculative coal plays and by 2011 was a self made
billionaire he had gambled and won but his volatility and reluctance to pay his debts were making him enemies he lived the high life as only a young man would buying luxury homes private jets sports
cars and football teams and splurging massively to build a horseracing empire but tinkler s dreams had extended beyond even his resources and his business model worked only in a rising market when
coal prices slumped in 2012 tinkler had no cash flow to service his massive borrowings and no allies to help him recover within months he was trying desperately to stave off his creditors large and
small and fighting to save his businesses and his fortune in this impressive new biography leading business writer paddy manning tells the story of tinkler s meteoric rise to wealth and captures the
drama of his equally rapid downfall this book provides a comprehensive analysis of peacekeeping in africa recent events in the democratic republic of congo drc and mali remind us that violence
remains endemic and continues to hamper the institutional social and economic development of the african continent over the years an increasing number of actors have become involved in the effort
to bring peace to africa the united nations un has been joined by regional organisations most prominently the african union au and the european union eu and by sub regional organizations like the
economic community of west african states ecowas meanwhile traditional and emerging powers have regained an interest in africa and as a consequence in peacekeeping this book provides a
comprehensive analysis of the trends and challenges of international peacekeeping in africa with a focus on the recent expansion of actors and missions drawing upon contributions from a range of key
thinkers in the field peacekeeping in africa concentrates on the most significant and emerging actors the various types of missions and the main operational theatres thus assessing the evolution of the
african security architecture and how it impacts on peace operations this book will be of much interest to students of peacekeeping and peace operations african politics war and conflict studies
security studies and ir at the end of each census round fao reviews and assesses national census practices methodologies and results and summarizes the findings in methodological publications under
the statistical development series sds for the wca 2010 round 2006 2015 these assessments have been presented in two separate publications the first one titled main results and metadata by country
sds 17 published in 2019 presented a compendium of census metadata and main results for a record number of 127 countries and territories the sds 18 i e this publication presents in its first part
chapters 1 to 12 a methodological review of the national censuses in its second part chapter 13 it illustrates global comparable data on key variables characterizing the structure of agriculture the
global review of census results includes key structural variables that are not available elsewhere some examples are number and area of holdings land tenure and holder gender other variables are
land size classes average holding sizes legal status of holders household sizes source of farm labour land use and operated land this important book is an authoritative work of reference on the g20 g8
and g20 reform and relevant information sources peter hajnal thoroughly traces the origins of the g20 surveys the g20 finance ministers meetings since 1999 and the series of g20 summits since 2008
he examines agenda setting and agenda evolution discusses the question of g20 membership and surveys the components of the g20 system he goes on to analyze the relationship of the g20 with
international governmental organizations the business sector and civil society and looks at the current relationship between the g8 and the g20 he also discusses how g20 performance can be
monitored and evaluated the book includes an extensive bibliography on the g20 g8 g20 reform and issues of concern to the g20 the book is a companion volume to the g8 system and the g20 evolution
role and documentation hajnal 2007 and is an essential source for all scholars and students of the g20 russian nationalism previously dominated by imperial tendencies pride in a large strong and multi
ethnic state able to project its influence abroad is increasingly focused on ethnic issues in 2014 russia s annexation of crimea and the subsequent violent conflict in eastern ukraine utterly transformed
the nationalist discourse in russia this book provides an up to date survey of russian nationalism as a political social and intellectual phenomenon by leading western and russian experts in the field of
nationalism studies it includes case studies on migrantophobia the relationship between nationalism and religion nationalism in the media nationalism and national identity in economic policy
nationalism in the strategy of the putin regime as well as a survey based study of nationalism in public opinion in 1973 roberto clemente was honored as the first baseball player born outside the
continental u s to be inducted into the hall of fame born in carolina puerto rico the former pittsburgh pirate amassed 3 000 career hits and 240 home runs since then eight more international players of
major league baseball have been voted into the hall of fame including recent inductees roberto alomar puerto rico and bert blyleven netherlands these hall of famers are but a few of the many non
native players who have contributed significantly to major league baseball dating all the way back to 1876 and up to the present baseball beyond borders from distant lands to the major leagues not
only examines the careers of foreign born and puerto rican baseball players but also goes beyond the players to look at managers executives coaches and officials of major league baseball as well this
book explores the impact and performances of these individuals on mlb and the minor leagues and their contributions to the expansion and popularity of american baseball in the u s and around the
world baseball beyond borders offers a historical perspective of when why and how emigrants came to play professional baseball in the u s and also provides background information on baseball in
foreign countries baseball leagues outside the u s and the academies run by mlb on foreign soil featuring photographs statistics and bios this unique book presents a comprehensive look at the impact
players and staff born outside the u s have had on baseball both in the u s and beyond baseball fans and sports historians will enjoy reading baseball beyond borders as will anyone wishing to learn
more about the influence of foreigners on america s national pastime this book is the first systematic examination of the emerging arms race in asia the global trade in arms is to a large degree
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underpinned by the strong demand for arms in asia and the middle east the two largest arms export markets in the world of these two regions asia has become particularly significant led by the
emergence of china and india as major powers it is therefore not surprising that the rapid military modernisation in asia accompanied by significant increases in the size and sophistication of armed
forces has generated attention as to its trends key characteristics causes and implications this phenomenon which has become evident since the end of the cold war has also been widely described as
an asian arms race this book evaluates the key conceptual ideas which can shed light on this phenomenon as well as examining the complex mix of internal external and technological factors that have
led to its emergence the volume explores the way in which the arms race is leading ultimately to three distinctive blocs in the emerging geostrategic landscape a loose bloc of us allies in the region a
counter bloc of potential us adversaries and a neutral bloc of states with industrial age armed forces whose allegiances will vary according to circumstances and geostrategic developments the arms
race in asia concludes that if the emerging arms race is left unchecked it is likely that asia will increasingly become a region of instability marked by conflicts and interstate wars the book will be of
great interest to students of asian politics strategic studies defence studies security studies and ir in general the growing impact of university rankings on public policy and on students choices has
stirred controversy worldwide this unique volume brings together the architects of university rankings and their critics to debate the uses and misuses of existing rankings with voices from five
continents it provides a comprehensive overview of current thinking on the subject and sets out alternative approaches and complementary tools for a new era of transparent and informed use of
higher education ranking tables china s outward foreign direct investment for which australia is one of the largest destinations has rapidly increased and become an important source of global capital
nevertheless chinese investors have encountered many challenges in making their investment decisions and managing their foreign direct investments for sustainable development and profitability
managing chinese outward foreign direct investment focuses on the management of chinese outward foreign direct investment particularly foreign subsidiaries established through merger and
acquisition at the organisational level considering investment as a process the book addresses complex managerial issues from strategic entry decisions to corporate sustainable development particular
emphases have been placed on the post acquisition integration and management such as liability of foreignness mitigation post acquisition integration corporate control and governance human
resources and cross cultural management and corporate social responsibility scholars generally agree that courts are powerful authorities in settling disputes between parties but the broader political
impact of such resolution is disputed are courts powerful generators of political change this book examines the ability of the court of justice of the european union cjeu to foster political change for a
european union eu social policy including healthcare the conventional assumption is that a strong causal link exists between legal and political integration in the eu in which court rulings progress and
shape european integration the book challenges this view on the basis of a careful examination of how judicial legislative interactions determine the scope and limits of european integration in the daily
eu decision making processes the legislative impact of court rulings is traced by the use of original data over time from 1957 to 2014 and through three case studies eu working time regulation patients
rights in cross border healthcare and regulation of the posting of workers the book finds that eu legislative politics has the capacity to condition the more general impact of legal integration it
demonstrates how the broader reach of jurisprudence results from a continuous interplay between law and politics but one where the interpretations perceptions and interests of political actors and
governing majorities matter for judicial influence on policies despite fragmentation of eu politics politicians can modify and sometimes reject judicial influence on policy outputs rather than being
judicialized eu politics respond to and condition the political impact of legal integration which again affects judicial behaviour the world s first independent black republic haiti was forged in the fire of
history s only successful slave revolution yet more than two hundred years later the full promise of that revolution a free country and a free people remains unfulfilled home for more than a decade to
one of the world s largest un peacekeeping forces haiti s tumultuous political culture buffeted by coups and armed political partisans combined with economic inequality and environmental degradation
to create immense difficulties even before the devastating 2010 earthquake killed tens of thousands of people this grim tale however is not the whole story in this moving and detailed history michael
deibert who has spent two decades reporting on haiti chronicles the heroic struggles of haitians to build their longed for country in the face of overwhelming odds based on hundreds of interviews with
haitian political leaders international diplomats peasant advocates and gang leaders as well as ordinary haitians deibert s book provides a vivid complex and challenging analysis of haiti s recent
history the textbook of pharmaceutical medicine is the standard reference for everyone working and learning in pharmaceutical medicine it is a comprehensive resource covering the processes and
practices by which medicines are developed tested and approved and the recognised text for the diploma in pharmaceutical medicine from the faculty of pharmaceutical medicine this fully revised
seventh edition which includes two new editors encompasses current developments within pharmaceutical medicine with new chapters on biological therapeutics pharmacovigilance vaccines drugs for
cancer drug development in paediatrics and neonatalogy the clinical trials directive life cycle management of medicines counterfeit medicines and medical marketing also included for easy reference
and referred to throughout the text are the declaration of helsinki guidelines and documentation for implementation of clinical trials relevant european directives and the syllabus for pharmaceutical
medicine written by an international team of leading academics medical directors and lawyers the textbook of pharmaceutical medicine seventh edition meets the needs of both those working in
pharmaceutical medicine and preparing for the diploma in pharmaceutical medicine the text breaks down into three core sections part i research and development part ii regulation part iii healthcare
marketplace view table of contents in detail Ôthis book describes a number of different empirical studies and evaluations of the international brewery industry this industry has recently undergone two
climactic changes within a ten to fifteen year time period these are a significant industry wide consolidation of firms and market shares accompanied by the internationalization of what was previously
a largely local industry understanding the drivers and implications of such abrupt and massive change in the competitive environment of an industry is of great interest to international and strategic
management scholars most of the bookÕs chapters address this issue some at the global industry level some at a regional level and some at the level of a specific country taken together they comprise
an insightful case study of an interesting industry at its most interesting point in time Õ Ð william g egelhoff fordham university us Ôthe individual contributions in this volume paint a varied and rich
picture of strategies and rivalries the role of environments and institutions leadership and also customer approaches in both global and local brewery industry some of the analysed phenomena are
more standard to an ib audience like consolidation technological development and shifts in global markets but they get a specific flavor and color through this industry focus while other topics
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definitely seem more specific like ÒbierstrasseÓ on mallorca for readers with good taste Õ Ð rian drogendijk uppsala university sweden this unique book explores some of the key topics of international
business through the context of a global industry focusing on the challenges brewery companies face as they operate in globalized markets it examines the strategies of individual firms to develop
markets and explores new insights into recent company rivalries both globally and locally in addition it offers detailed analysis of some of the major players in the industry through longitudinal studies
drawing on a range of perspectives the contributing authors explore six overarching themes international market developments and firm performance host country institutional effects multi point
competition and rivalries cross border m a integration and subsidiary development leadership and internationalization and boundless customer interfaces through such elements as social media and
tourism the global brewery industry will prove insightful for scholars across international business as well as providing an appealing case study for advanced students it will be invaluable to those
investigating the brewery sector specifically or working with brewing firms this volume contributes to the growing debate surrounding the impact that the rising powers may or may not be having on
contemporary global political and economic governance through studies of brazil india china and other important developing countries within their respective regions such as turkey and south africa
we raise the question of the extent to which the challenge posed by the rising powers to global governance is likely to lead to an increase in democracy and social justice for the majority of the world s
peoples by addressing such questions the volume explicitly seeks to raise the broader normative question of the implications of this emergent redistribution of economic and political power for the
sustainability and legitimacy of the emerging 21st century system of global political and economic governance questions of democracy legitimacy and social justice are largely ignored or under
emphasised in many existing studies and the aim of this collection of papers is to show that serious consideration of such questions provides important insights into the sustainability of the emerging
global political economy and new forms of global governance this book was published as a special issue of third world quarterly
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digital media technologies have provided an occasion not only for novel ways to display and exhibit collections but also for new politics to arise as museums and urban settings change while some
believe these changes are driven by humans others see digital media technologies at the heart of these changes reconfiguring the museum offers a third explanation that considers both the social and
technical together and thereby captures the experimental nature of introducing novel digital media technologies to museums and the uncertainty messiness contingency and complexity involved in this
sociotechnical case study of a novel augmented reality app first designed to exhibit collections from the museum of london across the sprawling capital city and later remade for the mccord museum to
display collections throughout montreal ana maria herman reveals how the app introduced unexpected new relations between the museums their collections advertising agencies sponsors technology
companies corporations urban spaces and end users she shows how museum practices related to curating designing building visiting and modifying exhibitions were transformed and how in such
unsettled arrangements what we think of as old cultural politics can unexpectedly re emerge while new digital politics related to big data surveillance and automated processes may not necessarily
materialize a detailed account of emerging actors and practices involved in making digital exhibitions reconfiguring the museum offers practical considerations for museum culture and heritage
practitioners charged with creating digital displays and accounting for their success or failure

Seeing Like a Citizen
2019-11-12

in seeing like a citizen kara moskowitz approaches kenya s late colonial and early postcolonial eras as a single period of political economic and social transition in focusing on rural kenyans the vast
majority of the populace and the main targets of development interventions as they actively sought access to aid she offers new insights into the texture of political life in decolonizing kenya and the
early postcolonial world using multisited archival sources and oral histories focused on the western rift valley seeing like a citizen makes three fundamental contributions to our understanding of
african and kenyan history first it challenges the widely accepted idea of the gatekeeper state revealing that state control remained limited and that the postcolonial state was an internally varied and
often dissonant institution second it transforms our understanding of postcolonial citizenship showing that its balance of rights and duties was neither claimed nor imposed but negotiated and
differentiated third it reorients kenyan historiography away from central kenya and elite postcolonial politics the result is a powerful investigation of experiences of independence of the meaning and
form of development and of how global political practices were composed and recomposed on the ground in local settings

Business Leadership for IT Projects
2016-04-08

the track record of it projects is poor less than a third of it projects deliver what they said they would on schedule and on budget the major cause of it project failure is not as you might expect poor it
leadership or difficult technology but poor business leadership one of the reasons for this is that unlike their it peers business managers often get little training or education in project delivery let alone
the special case represented by an it project business leadership for it projects addresses the gap by providing tools and ideas that are applicable to all sizes of it projects from those in large
multinational corporations down to small growing businesses it sets out the key project touchpoints where business leadership can have a major impact on project success the book combines
psychological research and project best practice to create a practical toolbox that can be dipped into as needs arise or followed as an overall approach to it project leadership the toolbox weaves
together three key strands of thought first that the concept of value should be at the forefront of project design and delivery second that business managers need to take active leadership of it projects
to secure value third that project teams need tools to slow down their thinking and ensure that actions and decisions are well thought through

Emerging Local Politics in Indonesia
2023-11-07

this book provides a richer understanding of democratic local politics in indonesia after the implementation of local direct elections in 2005 co published with the university of airlangga press it



confronts the question as to why incumbent political leaders succeed and fail in their bid for re election by focusing on urban and rural districts in east java one of the most populated regions in
indonesia the work unpacks the general trends of local indonesian politics drawing from an empirically sound and theoretically well grounded case study the author demonstrates that good policy
performance does not guarantee the political survival of the incumbent and reversibly bad policy performance does not necessarily mean losing political power it considers the core political strategies
of populism rivalry and tangibility and cautions that rather than helping liberal democracy to grow these strategies support patronage driven democracy within this system a small number of vital
protectors and defenders control patronage and problematically exert influential control over the country s electoral processes relevant to scholars and students in indonesian studies and within
political science and asian studies more broadly this book follows a gripping and nuanced narrative that explains the relationship between policy choices informal politics voting behavior and political
survival in indonesia

India's National Security
2015-08-12

india s national security annual review 2013 comprehensively analyses india s engagement with major world powers and immediate neighbours in a complex global security environment it examines
india s response to internal and external threats its foreign policy as well as measures taken for strengthening its economic security

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Unreal Engine Games
2017-01-01

this work builds on the research for my phd in the department of politics and public policy the flinders university of south australia many people and institutions have contributed to complete my study i
cannot mention all of them here but i have to mention a few associate professor janet mcintyre the principal supervisor and academic adviser during my research higher degree study she encouraged
me to better understanding human value rationality contexts and pragmatism in the issues of power and democracy dr craig matheson has expanded my understanding of rational irrationality in voting
that shaped my work at the early stage prof dr yogi sugito the former rector of universitas brawijaya and prof dr darsono wisadirana dean of faculty of social and political sciences universitas brawijaya
who strongly encouraged me to study abroad prof ifar subagio phd and his staffs at the international office of universitas brawijaya had given me administrative and financial supports my colleagues at
the political science department universitas brawijaya particularly to dr sholih muadi wawan e kuswandoro m si and m faishal aminuddin m si who voluntarily assisted me with logistic and data
supports during the fieldwork also to dwi budi santosa phd for his permit to use local budget apbd data collected in the project of east java public expenditure analysis

Patronage Driven Democracy
2014-04-24

this publication contains the supplementary phase 1 peer review report for panama

Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes Peer Reviews: Panama 2014
(Supplementary Report) Phase 1: Legal and Regulatory Framework
2015-10-30

this publication contains the second supplementary phase 1 peer review report for panama



Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes Peer Reviews: Panama 2015
(Supplementary Report) Phase 1: Legal and Regulatory Framework
2017-05-08

the mainstream agri food system in thailand has been shaped to aid capital accumulation by domestic and transnational hegemonic forces and is currently sustained through hegemonic agri food
production distribution governance structures and ideational order however sustainable agriculture and land reform movements have to certain extents managed to offer alternatives this book adopts a
neo marxist and gramscian approach to studying the political economy of the agricultural and food system in thailand 1990 2014 the author argues that hegemonic forces have many measures to co opt
dissent into hegemonic structures and that counter hegemony should be seen as an ongoing process over a long period of time where predominantly counter hegemonic forces constrained by political
economic structural conditions may at times retain some hegemonic elements contrary to what some academic studies suggest the author argues that localist inspired social movements in thailand are
not insular and anti globalisation instead they are selective in fostering collaborations and globalisation based on values such as sustainability fairness and partnership providing new perspectives on
polarised politics in thailand particularly how cross class alliances can further or frustrate counter hegemonic movements the book points to the importance of analysing social movements in relation to
established political authority it will be of interest to academics in the field of politics and international relations sociology development studies and asian studies

The Political Economy of the Agri-Food System in Thailand
2015-07-01

mothers under fire mothering in conflict areas examines the experiences of women mothering in conflict areas the aim of this collection is to engage with the nature and meaning of motherhood and
mothering during times of war and or in zones experiencing the threat of war the essays in the collection reflect diverse disciplinary perspectives through which scholars and field practitioners reveal
how conflict shapes mothering practices one of the unique contributions of the collection is that it highlights not only the particular difficulties mothers face in various geographic locations where
conflict has been prevalent but also the ways in which mothers display agency to challenge and negotiate the circumstances that oppress them the collection raises awareness of the needs of women
and children in areas affected by military and or political violence worldwide and provides a basis for developing multiple policy frameworks aimed at improving existing systems of support in local
contexts kristen p williams clark university

Mothers Under Fire: Mothering in Conflict Areas
2015-03-05

russia one of the most ethno culturally diverse countries in the world provides a rich case study on how globalisation and associated international trends are disrupting and causing the radical
rethinking of approaches to inter ethnic cohesion the book highlights the importance of television broadcasting in shaping national discourse and the place of ethno cultural diversity within it it argues
that television s role here has been reinforced rather than diminished by the rise of new media technologies through an analysis of a wide range of news and other television programmes the book
shows how the covert meanings of discourse on a particular issue can diverge from the overt significance attributed to it just as the impact of that discourse may not conform with the original aims of
the broadcasters the book discusses the tension between the imperative to maintain security through centralised government and overall national cohesion that russia shares with other european
states and the need to remain sensitive to and to accommodate the needs and perspectives of ethnic minorities and labour migrants it compares the increasingly isolationist popular ethnonationalism in
russia which harks back to old fashioned values with the similar rise of the tea party in the united states and the uk independence party in britain throughout this extremely rich well argued book
complicates and challenges received wisdom on russia s recent descent into authoritarianism it points to a regime struggling to negotiate the dilemmas it faces given its soviet legacy of ethnic
particularism weak civil society large native muslim population and overbearing yet far from entirely effective state control of the media

Nation, Ethnicity and Race on Russian Television
2024-01-04



this updated commentary on the 1997 anti personnel mine ban convention addresses international law and state practice on anti personnel mines under the treaty it describes the use of anti personnel
mines through to the present day the destruction of landmine stockpiles and mine clearance in every affected nation

The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention
2013-07-18

low carbon development key issues is the first comprehensive textbook to address the interface between international development and climate change in a carbon constrained world it discusses the
key conceptual empirical and policy related issues of low carbon development and takes an international and interdisciplinary approach to the subject by drawing on insights from across the natural
sciences and social sciences whilst embedding the discussion in a global context the first part explores the concept of low carbon development and explains the need for low carbon development in a
carbon constrained world the book then discusses the key issues of socio economic political and technological nature for low carbon development exploring topics such as the political economy social
justice financing and carbon markets and technologies and innovation for low carbon development this is followed by key issues for low carbon development in policy and practice which is presented
based on cross cutting issues such as low carbon energy forestry agriculture and transportation afterwards practical case studies are discussed from low carbon development in low income countries in
africa middle income countries in asia and latin america and high income countries in europe and north america written by an international team of leading academics and practitioners in the field of
low carbon development this book is essential reading for students academics professionals and policy makers interested in the fields of low carbon development climate change mitigation climate
policy climate change and development global environmental change and environment and development

Low Carbon Development
2014-03-21

the corporation is a major vehicle of business activity worldwide it incurs social costs and generates benefits that continually change hence whether it still provides a net benefit to society is
contestable evidence based observations of the last decade of corporate sagas and the role of accounting and auditing suggests a serious rethink is needed about how commerce is pursued and in
particular whether the current corporate form has passed its use by date the authors of this new book including internationally renowned accounting scholars argue that the two major governance
tools of accounting and auditing require major makeovers beginning by analyzing the global sweep of deregulation that corporations experienced since 2000 the authors go on to discuss the various
scandals and crises that characterized the subsequent period culminating in yet more calls for further deregulation having thoroughly assessed the status quo they provide a series of urgent
recommendations for reforms designed to bring the corporation back to the real world and restore its purpose this book will be of great interest to students and academics across accounting business
law and finance especially more advanced students at undergraduate and postgraduate level

The Unaccountable & Ungovernable Corporation
2013-10-01

it is perhaps ironic that as the global financial crisis has in some cases led governments and institutions to pull back from and or set more modest goals and associated funding around widening
participation there is an ever growing sense that the ideals buttressing the widening participation movement are becoming more universally acknowledged by educators across the globe that
acknowledgement has translated into action on the ground via such means as policy formulation strategic planning and target setting each of which often reflects local contexts and manifests a
regional flavour there is also however an increasing realisation that there are commonalities in the challenges involved with national or regional initiatives to increase the participation of non
traditional groups in higher education and that the drivers of such initiatives and ultimately the cohorts they target stand to benefit considerably from an open exchange of ideas and sharing of
experience this book brings together current regional perspectives on widening participation as presented by prominent academics researchers policy makers and students from across the globe it will
create for policy makers institutions and individuals interested in enabling access a useful and informative resource that will introduce formulate shape and reinforce the ideas and aims of the world
congresses on widening access as the contributors maintain in an increasingly globalised market economy and in the face of recent seismic economic political and social change around the world it is
imperative to both secure existing talent within our populations and uncover and nurture new sources of talent the series of essays featured in this book will explore anticipate and highlight themes
underpinning a global movement towards a step change in thinking strategies and policies one that places youth and students from around the world at its heart



Focus On: 100 Most Popular UEFA Euro 2016 Players
2021-02-28

this book studies relevant actors and practices of conflict intervention by african regional organizations and their intimate connection to space making addressing a major gap regarding what actually
happens within and around these organizations based on extensive empirical research it argues that those intervention practices are essentially spatializing practices based on particular spatial
imaginations contributing to the continuous construction and formatting of regional spaces as well as to ordering relations between different regional spaces analyzing the field of developing practices
of conflict intervention by the economic community of west african states ecowas and the african union au the book contributes a new theory oriented analytical approach to study african regional
organizations ros and the complex dynamics of african peace and security based on insights from critical geography as such it helps to close an empirical gap with regard to the internal modes of
operation of african ros as well as the lack of their theorization it demonstrates that contrary to most accounts intervention practices of african ros have been diverse and complexly interrelated
involving different actors within and around these organizations and are essentially tied to the space making this book will be of key interest to students and scholars of african politics governance
peace and security studies international or regional organizations and more broadly to comparative regionalism international relations and international studies

Aspirations, Access and Attainment
2016-10-10

21st century homestead nitrogen fixing crops contains everything you need to stay up to date on nitrogen fixing crops for your sustainable farm or garden

Spatializing Practices of Regional Organizations during Conflict Intervention
2015-09-07

this book demonstrates how agriculture can play a determining role in integrated climate optimised urban development agriculture within urban growth centres today is more than an economic or
social left over or a niche practice it is instead a complex system that offers multiple potentials for interaction with the urban system urban open space and agriculture can be linked to a productive
green infrastructure this forms new urban rural linkages in the urbanizing region and helps shape the city but in order to do this agriculture has to be seen as an integral part of the urban fabric and it
has to be put on the local agenda urban agriculture for growing city regions takes the example of casablanca one of the fastest growing cities in north africa to investigate this approach the creation of
synergies between the urban and rural in an emerging megacity is demonstrated through pilot projects design solutions and multifunctional modules these synergies assure greater resource efficiency
particularly regarding the use and reuse of water and they strengthen regional food security and the social integration of multiple spheres a transdisciplinary research approach brings together
different scientific disciplines and local actors into a process of integrated knowledge production the book will have a long lasting legacy and is essential reading for researchers planners practitioners
and policy makers who are working on urban development and urban agricultural strategies

21st Century Homestead: Nitrogen-Fixing Crops
2016-01-12

now in paperback for the first time the handbook is an academic adaptation of information contained in the global report on the status of women in news media a study commissioned by the
international women s media foundation the book s editor was the principal investigator of the original study this text draws together the most robust data from that original study presenting it in 29
chapters on individual nations and three additional theoretical chapters the book is the most expansive effort to date to consider women s standing in the journalism profession across the world
contents organize nations in relation to their progress within newsrooms with those most advanced in gender equality representing diversity in terms of region and national development contributing
authors are in most cases the original researchers for their respective nations in the global report study



Urban Agriculture for Growing City Regions
2013-02-15

in the name of fighting terrorism countries have been invaded wars have been waged people have been detained rendered and tortured and campaigns for hearts and minds have been unleashed
human rights analyses of the counter terrorism measures implemented in the aftermath of 11 september 2001 have assumed that men suffer the most both numerically and in terms of the nature of
rights violations endured this assumption has obscured the ways that women men and sexual minorities experience counter terrorism by integrating gender into a human rights analysis of counter
terrorism and human rights into a gendered analysis of counter terrorism this volume aims to reverse this trend through this variegated human rights lens the authors in this volume identify the
spectrum and nature of rights violations arising in the context of gendered counter terrorism and national security practices introduced with a foreword by martin scheinin former un special rapporteur
on human rights and counter terrorism the volume examines a wide range of gendered impacts of counter terrorism measures that have not been theorized in the leading texts on terrorism counter
terrorism national security and human rights gender national security and counter terrorism will be of particular interest to scholars and students in the disciplines of law security studies and gender
studies

The Palgrave International Handbook of Women and Journalism
2013-06-13

islam and international law explores the multi faceted relationship of islam and international law current debates on sharia islam and the west often suffer from prejudice and platitudes the book seeks
to engage such self centrism by providing a plurality of perspectives both in terms of interdisciplinary research and geographic backgrounds

Gender, National Security, and Counter-Terrorism
2017-10-02

this book aims to further the research in the fields of social media and political communication by moving beyond the hype and avoiding the most eye catching and spectacular cases it looks at stable
democracies without current political turmoil small countries as well as large continents and minor political parties as well as major ones investigating emerging practices in the united states europe
and australia both on national and local levels enables us to grasp contemporary tendencies across different regions and countries the book provides empirical insights into the diverse uses of different
social media for political communication in different societies contributors look at the ways in which novel arenas connect with other channels for political communication and how politicians as well as
citizens in general use social media services presenting state of the art methodological approaches drawing on a combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses the book brings together an
interdisciplinary group of researchers in order to address emerging practices of the mediation of politics campaign communication and issues of citizenship and democracy as expressed on social
media platforms this book was originally published as a special issue of information communication society

Islam and International Law
2016-05-23

adopting a multi disciplinary and comparative approach this book focuses on the emerging and innovative aspects of attempts to target the accumulated assets of those engaged in criminal and
terrorist activity organized crime and corruption it examines the follow the money approach and explores the nature of criminal civil and regulatory responses used to attack the financial assets of
those engaged in financial crime in order to deter and disrupt future criminal activity as well as terrorism networks with contributions from leading international academics and practitioners in the
fields of law economics financial management criminology sociology and political science the book explores law and practice in countries with significant problems and experiences revealing new
insights into these dilemmas it also discusses the impact of the follow the money approach on human rights while also assessing effectiveness the book will appeal to academics and researchers of
financial crime organized crime and terrorism as well as practitioners in the police prosecution financial and taxation agencies policy makers and lawyers



Social Media and Election Campaigns
2016

a monetary hope for europe this book studies the euro in a global perspective and opens a new series edited by the jean monnet european centre of excellence of the university of florence verso l
unificazione europea most of the chapters have been written by economists who met and discussed their diverse views at a multi disciplinary conference organized by the centre in may 2013 under the
title the euro and the struggle for the creation of a new global currency problems and perspectives in the building of the political financial and economic foundations of the european federal
government the list of contributors also includes historians as well as european and international law academics their essays have been revised on the basis and against the backdrop of an ongoing
crisis of both the euro and the whole european project in the last years and months the volume aims to provide useful data and interpretations to improve knowledge on the euro and the european
union in their economic historical juridical and political perspectives

Dirty Assets
2013-11-18

from blue collar to billionaire hunter valley mine electrician nathan tinkler borrowed big in 2005 made a fortune from several speculative coal plays and by 2011 was a self made billionaire he had
gambled and won but his volatility and reluctance to pay his debts were making him enemies he lived the high life as only a young man would buying luxury homes private jets sports cars and football
teams and splurging massively to build a horseracing empire but tinkler s dreams had extended beyond even his resources and his business model worked only in a rising market when coal prices
slumped in 2012 tinkler had no cash flow to service his massive borrowings and no allies to help him recover within months he was trying desperately to stave off his creditors large and small and
fighting to save his businesses and his fortune in this impressive new biography leading business writer paddy manning tells the story of tinkler s meteoric rise to wealth and captures the drama of his
equally rapid downfall

A Monetary Hope for Europe
2014-02-24

this book provides a comprehensive analysis of peacekeeping in africa recent events in the democratic republic of congo drc and mali remind us that violence remains endemic and continues to hamper
the institutional social and economic development of the african continent over the years an increasing number of actors have become involved in the effort to bring peace to africa the united nations
un has been joined by regional organisations most prominently the african union au and the european union eu and by sub regional organizations like the economic community of west african states
ecowas meanwhile traditional and emerging powers have regained an interest in africa and as a consequence in peacekeeping this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the trends and challenges
of international peacekeeping in africa with a focus on the recent expansion of actors and missions drawing upon contributions from a range of key thinkers in the field peacekeeping in africa
concentrates on the most significant and emerging actors the various types of missions and the main operational theatres thus assessing the evolution of the african security architecture and how it
impacts on peace operations this book will be of much interest to students of peacekeeping and peace operations african politics war and conflict studies security studies and ir

Boganaire
2021-03-30

at the end of each census round fao reviews and assesses national census practices methodologies and results and summarizes the findings in methodological publications under the statistical
development series sds for the wca 2010 round 2006 2015 these assessments have been presented in two separate publications the first one titled main results and metadata by country sds 17
published in 2019 presented a compendium of census metadata and main results for a record number of 127 countries and territories the sds 18 i e this publication presents in its first part chapters 1
to 12 a methodological review of the national censuses in its second part chapter 13 it illustrates global comparable data on key variables characterizing the structure of agriculture the global review of
census results includes key structural variables that are not available elsewhere some examples are number and area of holdings land tenure and holder gender other variables are land size classes



average holding sizes legal status of holders household sizes source of farm labour land use and operated land

Peacekeeping in Africa
2016-03-16

this important book is an authoritative work of reference on the g20 g8 and g20 reform and relevant information sources peter hajnal thoroughly traces the origins of the g20 surveys the g20 finance
ministers meetings since 1999 and the series of g20 summits since 2008 he examines agenda setting and agenda evolution discusses the question of g20 membership and surveys the components of
the g20 system he goes on to analyze the relationship of the g20 with international governmental organizations the business sector and civil society and looks at the current relationship between the g8
and the g20 he also discusses how g20 performance can be monitored and evaluated the book includes an extensive bibliography on the g20 g8 g20 reform and issues of concern to the g20 the book is
a companion volume to the g8 system and the g20 evolution role and documentation hajnal 2007 and is an essential source for all scholars and students of the g20

Global review of agricultural census methodologies and results (2006 – 2015)
2016-03-24

russian nationalism previously dominated by imperial tendencies pride in a large strong and multi ethnic state able to project its influence abroad is increasingly focused on ethnic issues in 2014 russia
s annexation of crimea and the subsequent violent conflict in eastern ukraine utterly transformed the nationalist discourse in russia this book provides an up to date survey of russian nationalism as a
political social and intellectual phenomenon by leading western and russian experts in the field of nationalism studies it includes case studies on migrantophobia the relationship between nationalism
and religion nationalism in the media nationalism and national identity in economic policy nationalism in the strategy of the putin regime as well as a survey based study of nationalism in public opinion

The G20
2013-09-12

in 1973 roberto clemente was honored as the first baseball player born outside the continental u s to be inducted into the hall of fame born in carolina puerto rico the former pittsburgh pirate amassed
3 000 career hits and 240 home runs since then eight more international players of major league baseball have been voted into the hall of fame including recent inductees roberto alomar puerto rico
and bert blyleven netherlands these hall of famers are but a few of the many non native players who have contributed significantly to major league baseball dating all the way back to 1876 and up to
the present baseball beyond borders from distant lands to the major leagues not only examines the careers of foreign born and puerto rican baseball players but also goes beyond the players to look at
managers executives coaches and officials of major league baseball as well this book explores the impact and performances of these individuals on mlb and the minor leagues and their contributions to
the expansion and popularity of american baseball in the u s and around the world baseball beyond borders offers a historical perspective of when why and how emigrants came to play professional
baseball in the u s and also provides background information on baseball in foreign countries baseball leagues outside the u s and the academies run by mlb on foreign soil featuring photographs
statistics and bios this unique book presents a comprehensive look at the impact players and staff born outside the u s have had on baseball both in the u s and beyond baseball fans and sports
historians will enjoy reading baseball beyond borders as will anyone wishing to learn more about the influence of foreigners on america s national pastime

New Russian Nationalism
2013-12-13

this book is the first systematic examination of the emerging arms race in asia the global trade in arms is to a large degree underpinned by the strong demand for arms in asia and the middle east the
two largest arms export markets in the world of these two regions asia has become particularly significant led by the emergence of china and india as major powers it is therefore not surprising that
the rapid military modernisation in asia accompanied by significant increases in the size and sophistication of armed forces has generated attention as to its trends key characteristics causes and
implications this phenomenon which has become evident since the end of the cold war has also been widely described as an asian arms race this book evaluates the key conceptual ideas which can



shed light on this phenomenon as well as examining the complex mix of internal external and technological factors that have led to its emergence the volume explores the way in which the arms race is
leading ultimately to three distinctive blocs in the emerging geostrategic landscape a loose bloc of us allies in the region a counter bloc of potential us adversaries and a neutral bloc of states with
industrial age armed forces whose allegiances will vary according to circumstances and geostrategic developments the arms race in asia concludes that if the emerging arms race is left unchecked it is
likely that asia will increasingly become a region of instability marked by conflicts and interstate wars the book will be of great interest to students of asian politics strategic studies defence studies
security studies and ir in general

Baseball beyond Borders
2013-01-01

the growing impact of university rankings on public policy and on students choices has stirred controversy worldwide this unique volume brings together the architects of university rankings and their
critics to debate the uses and misuses of existing rankings with voices from five continents it provides a comprehensive overview of current thinking on the subject and sets out alternative approaches
and complementary tools for a new era of transparent and informed use of higher education ranking tables

The Arms Race in Asia
2016-01-05

china s outward foreign direct investment for which australia is one of the largest destinations has rapidly increased and become an important source of global capital nevertheless chinese investors
have encountered many challenges in making their investment decisions and managing their foreign direct investments for sustainable development and profitability managing chinese outward foreign
direct investment focuses on the management of chinese outward foreign direct investment particularly foreign subsidiaries established through merger and acquisition at the organisational level
considering investment as a process the book addresses complex managerial issues from strategic entry decisions to corporate sustainable development particular emphases have been placed on the
post acquisition integration and management such as liability of foreignness mitigation post acquisition integration corporate control and governance human resources and cross cultural management
and corporate social responsibility

Rankings and Accountability in Higher Education: Uses and Misuses
2015

scholars generally agree that courts are powerful authorities in settling disputes between parties but the broader political impact of such resolution is disputed are courts powerful generators of
political change this book examines the ability of the court of justice of the european union cjeu to foster political change for a european union eu social policy including healthcare the conventional
assumption is that a strong causal link exists between legal and political integration in the eu in which court rulings progress and shape european integration the book challenges this view on the basis
of a careful examination of how judicial legislative interactions determine the scope and limits of european integration in the daily eu decision making processes the legislative impact of court rulings is
traced by the use of original data over time from 1957 to 2014 and through three case studies eu working time regulation patients rights in cross border healthcare and regulation of the posting of
workers the book finds that eu legislative politics has the capacity to condition the more general impact of legal integration it demonstrates how the broader reach of jurisprudence results from a
continuous interplay between law and politics but one where the interpretations perceptions and interests of political actors and governing majorities matter for judicial influence on policies despite
fragmentation of eu politics politicians can modify and sometimes reject judicial influence on policy outputs rather than being judicialized eu politics respond to and condition the political impact of
legal integration which again affects judicial behaviour

Managing Chinese Outward Foreign Direct Investment
2017-07-15



the world s first independent black republic haiti was forged in the fire of history s only successful slave revolution yet more than two hundred years later the full promise of that revolution a free
country and a free people remains unfulfilled home for more than a decade to one of the world s largest un peacekeeping forces haiti s tumultuous political culture buffeted by coups and armed
political partisans combined with economic inequality and environmental degradation to create immense difficulties even before the devastating 2010 earthquake killed tens of thousands of people this
grim tale however is not the whole story in this moving and detailed history michael deibert who has spent two decades reporting on haiti chronicles the heroic struggles of haitians to build their
longed for country in the face of overwhelming odds based on hundreds of interviews with haitian political leaders international diplomats peasant advocates and gang leaders as well as ordinary
haitians deibert s book provides a vivid complex and challenging analysis of haiti s recent history

An Ever More Powerful Court?
2013-03-29

the textbook of pharmaceutical medicine is the standard reference for everyone working and learning in pharmaceutical medicine it is a comprehensive resource covering the processes and practices
by which medicines are developed tested and approved and the recognised text for the diploma in pharmaceutical medicine from the faculty of pharmaceutical medicine this fully revised seventh
edition which includes two new editors encompasses current developments within pharmaceutical medicine with new chapters on biological therapeutics pharmacovigilance vaccines drugs for cancer
drug development in paediatrics and neonatalogy the clinical trials directive life cycle management of medicines counterfeit medicines and medical marketing also included for easy reference and
referred to throughout the text are the declaration of helsinki guidelines and documentation for implementation of clinical trials relevant european directives and the syllabus for pharmaceutical
medicine written by an international team of leading academics medical directors and lawyers the textbook of pharmaceutical medicine seventh edition meets the needs of both those working in
pharmaceutical medicine and preparing for the diploma in pharmaceutical medicine the text breaks down into three core sections part i research and development part ii regulation part iii healthcare
marketplace view table of contents in detail

Haiti Will Not Perish
2013-01-01

Ôthis book describes a number of different empirical studies and evaluations of the international brewery industry this industry has recently undergone two climactic changes within a ten to fifteen
year time period these are a significant industry wide consolidation of firms and market shares accompanied by the internationalization of what was previously a largely local industry understanding
the drivers and implications of such abrupt and massive change in the competitive environment of an industry is of great interest to international and strategic management scholars most of the
bookÕs chapters address this issue some at the global industry level some at a regional level and some at the level of a specific country taken together they comprise an insightful case study of an
interesting industry at its most interesting point in time Õ Ð william g egelhoff fordham university us Ôthe individual contributions in this volume paint a varied and rich picture of strategies and
rivalries the role of environments and institutions leadership and also customer approaches in both global and local brewery industry some of the analysed phenomena are more standard to an ib
audience like consolidation technological development and shifts in global markets but they get a specific flavor and color through this industry focus while other topics definitely seem more specific
like ÒbierstrasseÓ on mallorca for readers with good taste Õ Ð rian drogendijk uppsala university sweden this unique book explores some of the key topics of international business through the context
of a global industry focusing on the challenges brewery companies face as they operate in globalized markets it examines the strategies of individual firms to develop markets and explores new insights
into recent company rivalries both globally and locally in addition it offers detailed analysis of some of the major players in the industry through longitudinal studies drawing on a range of perspectives
the contributing authors explore six overarching themes international market developments and firm performance host country institutional effects multi point competition and rivalries cross border m
a integration and subsidiary development leadership and internationalization and boundless customer interfaces through such elements as social media and tourism the global brewery industry will
prove insightful for scholars across international business as well as providing an appealing case study for advanced students it will be invaluable to those investigating the brewery sector specifically
or working with brewing firms
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this volume contributes to the growing debate surrounding the impact that the rising powers may or may not be having on contemporary global political and economic governance through studies of
brazil india china and other important developing countries within their respective regions such as turkey and south africa we raise the question of the extent to which the challenge posed by the rising
powers to global governance is likely to lead to an increase in democracy and social justice for the majority of the world s peoples by addressing such questions the volume explicitly seeks to raise the
broader normative question of the implications of this emergent redistribution of economic and political power for the sustainability and legitimacy of the emerging 21st century system of global
political and economic governance questions of democracy legitimacy and social justice are largely ignored or under emphasised in many existing studies and the aim of this collection of papers is to
show that serious consideration of such questions provides important insights into the sustainability of the emerging global political economy and new forms of global governance this book was
published as a special issue of third world quarterly

The Global Brewery Industry

Rising Powers and the Future of Global Governance
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